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Introduction

The determination of tonal contents is a prevalent issue
in sound design. In various contexts the phenomena of
pitch perception is described by numerous onomatopoeic
descriptions. The objective description of the tonal con-
tents is necessary to describe the sound character suf-
ficiently but the tonal contents is also directly linked to
the sound quality (nomenclature as is [1]). Having an ad-
equate description the perceptual distance between the
defined target sound and the actual sound can be calcu-
lated. Therefore, an objective parameter of tonal con-
tents is highly desirable and several solutions in different
fields have been reported, e.g. [2, 3].
In car interior acoustics several different tonal phenom-
ena occur. They are all related to different sources, most
notably related to the gears, the engine, and the tires.
Normally, these tonal phenomena are limited to certain
driving conditions, e.g. when the engine is running at a
specific RPM, or in the case of the tire-torus-resonance
at a specific car speed. Therefore, the tonal phenomena
can be considered embedded in the remaining car interior
noise. In this way, it is necessary to evaluate the tonal
content within the appropriate context.
One tonal phenomena is described as ‘howling’. In order
to investigate the S/N-ratio and duration dependency on
the tonal contents a pair comparison experiment is con-
ducted. Actual car noise is filtered to gain stimuli of
different ‘howling’ contents. It is emphasized that the
stimuli are to be realistic and could be encountered in
actual cars. In a semantic differential study by Hansen et
al. [4] have shown that the ‘howling’ can be regarded as
a more specific form of adjective pair ‘tonal - not tonal’.
The pair comparison data is modeled by probabilistic
choice models in order to investigate the actual choice
behavior of the test subjects.1 Using these class of mod-
els a scaling of the underlying attributes can be reached.
An interview after the experiment enhances these find-
ings. A combination of indirect quantitative and qualita-
tive methods has the advantage of giving a most complete
picture of the sounds investigated.

Experimental Design

Stimuli

The stimuli are modified versions of a car interior sound
(57 dB(A)) presented for 5s. The car interior sound is
recorded in a “coasting” condition. A ‘howling’ compo-

1Due to the lack of space please refer for a detailed introduction
into choice behavior modeling to F. Wickelmaier & C. Schmid [5]

nent (19th engine order, about 570 Hz) is clearly audible.
Modified versions are obtained through digital filtering,
i.e. the component is removed and afterward the com-
ponent is blended in again but modified in length and
prominence. The four different durations are: 250ms,
500ms, 1s, and 2s. The ‘howling’ component is presented
at original level and at reduced levels (-3dB, -6dB). This
includes a condition without any ‘howling’ component (#
13). A total of 13 Stimuli are presented.

Experimental Set-Up

The experiment is located in a sound proof room at Old-
enburg University. The stimuli are presented via head-
phones (Sennheiser HE 60 & Preamplifier Sennheiser HE
70). The DAT recorder Sony 57ES is used as the A/D
converter.

Procedure

The method is a complete pair comparison. The experi-
ment has three distinct phases: a training phase, a main
phase, and a concluding interview.

• During the training and orientation phase the test
subject has to listen to six orientation stimuli. As
the experiment is designed as an analytical listen-
ing experiment the investigator makes sure that the
stimuli are understood in a way that the ‘howling’
is correctly identified. Afterward the training ex-
periment starts with a pair comparison of 3 stimuli
asking which stimuli is more ‘howling’.

• The main phase is identical to the training phase but
all test stimuli are used resulting in 78 pair compar-
isons.

• The concluding interview is an open discussion with
the test subject.

Subjects

4 female and 38 male test subjects participate in this
experiment. The mean age is (30.9 ± 8.2) years. 19%
have experience in the sound evaluation. All subjects do
not have any reported history of hearing loss.

Results

First several reliability test concerning inter- and intra-
subject reliability are calculated to exclude unreliable
test subjects and to check the internal consistency of the
experimental results. Based on the resulting cumulative
paired comparison matrix a ratio-scale is gained based
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on a specific choice model [5]. The results are presented
in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Log-Ratio-Scale of “Howling”–sensation; the scale

is constructed out of a pair comparison using probabilistic

choice models. The scale values show a distinct trading-

relation between duration and S/N-ratio.

Inter- and Intra-subject Reliability

A common method in evaluating pair comparison data
with regard to intra-subject reliability is to count the
number of circular triads a test subject obtained in
his/her process of judgment. As a result only one test
subject is excluded from further investigation. The me-
dian of ξ is 0.022, i.e. 2 circular triads.
Kendall’s accordance coefficient constitutes the level of
inter-subject reliability. It measures whether the con-
cordant judgments are within the scope of chance. The
accordance coefficient of the cumulative paired compari-
son matrix is 0.71 [χ2(84) = 2409, p < .001], which means
that the concordant judgments are not a result of chance.

Choice Model

The underlying Elimination-by-Aspect decision theory
defines aspects as properties of a stimulus which are ne-
glected in a decision if the properties have a equal value
on both stimuli [5]. A significant model of the choice
behavior is reached by introducing the following aspects
[χ2(62) = 90.9, p = .01]:

1. Stimuli # 1,2,3,5,6,13 (Fig 1) are modeled with a
common aspect, which can be described as not-
howling.

2. Furthermore, the 3 longest ‘howling’ stimuli, i.e. the
triples (4,7,10), (5,8,11) and (6,9,12) share a com-
mon aspect: the S/N-ratio.

Ratio-Scale ‘Howling’

The ratio-scale which is constructed out of the choice
model is depicted in Fig 1. Stimulus 13, the reference
condition with no ‘howling’ is set to 0. As the scale is a
transformed to a log-ratio-scale only the differences are
meaningful.
The reduction of the S/N-ratio leads to roughly the same

reduction on the ‘howling’-scale no matter how long the
duration is (factor 5.5).
A trading relation can be observed between the S/N-
ratio and the howling duration. Doubling the duration is
approximately compensated by reducing the S/N-ratio
by 3 dB.

Discussion & Conclusions

• The not-howling aspect stresses the difference be-
tween “pitch salience” and scaling of tonal content
in a given context, e.g. a driving situation. Although
the pitch salience is known to reach a maximum at
about 200ms the scaling of the tonal content does
not saturate. Even more, in this environmental sit-
uation the stimuli having a rather short duration,
i.e. 250ms or 500ms, evoke more a sensation of a
‘click’ than of a “howling” or a distinct tone.

• The distinct aspect of S/N-ratio can be interpreted
as follows: It seems to be more easy to extract the
duration of the ‘howling’, because the actual S/N-
ratios are be neglected in the decision.
In contrast, the decision between two stimuli with an
equal ‘howling’ duration and a different S/N-ratio is
dependent on the duration. This means the variation
of the stimuli’s duration in different judgments in-
terferes with the extraction of the S/N-ratio. There-
fore, the subject is not able to base his/her decision
solely on the S/N-ratio.

In this way, it is possible to not only construct a ratio-
scale in order to scale “tonal contents”, but the decision
modeling delivers insight in the actual aspects underlying
the scaling.
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